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Abstract
In this paper ANT colony optimization algorithm are used 
to solve geometric FPGA routing for a route based routing 
constraint model in FPGA design architecture which is a NP 
complete problem in nature and many conventional and 
heuristic algorithms have been developed and proposed for 
this problem .   In this paper ant colony optimization algorithm 
is applied on the Boolean equation consist of the FPGA routing 
problem. The ACO based solution to SAT is then compared with 
the other SAT solver algorithms such as zChaff and GRASP. The 
experimental results suggest that the developed ant colony 
optimization algorithm has taken less CPU time as compared 
to zChaff and GRASP to route a FPGA circuit. This method is 
implemented and shown to be performed efficiently and can 
be extended to more complex circuits.  
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I. Introduction
Ant colony optimization (ACO) [3] was introduced by M. Dorigo 
and colleagues as a new nature-inspired metaheuristic for the 
solution of hard combinatorial optimization (CO) problems in 
the early 1990s,. ACO is a kind of metaheuristics, which are 
approximate algorithms used to obtain good enough solutions 
to hard NP problems in a less amount of computation time.
ACO’s are inspired by the pheromone trail laying behavior of 
real ant colonies for the  calculating the solution of difficult 
combinatorial problems like NP complete . Any problem can 
be expressed as a permutation π of n given items. An nxn 
pheromone matrix [τij ]is constructed  which gives the weight 
of pheromone deposited by ants in each iteration .Any ACO 
algorithm  starts by initializing the pheromone matrix, setting 
every pheromone entry to some initial value τinit > 0. Ants 
generates solutions π0. . . πm−1 at each iteration. Many local 
decisions are taken by ants to build solutions for the successive 
selections of items. Decisions are made randomly based on the 
probability distribution over the selection of unchosen items 
in a particular selection set S [35].The value of S is calculated 
as follows 

                          (1)                                                
Where parameters α and β are used to determine the relative 
weight of pheromone values and heuristic values. 
The ACO algorithm executes a number of iterations until a 
particular stopping criterion has been met, e.g. a predefined 
maximum number of iterations have been executed, a specific 
level of solution quality has been reached, or the best solution 
has not changed over a certain number of iterations.. Boolean-
based routing is a recent approach that is used for solving routing 

problem in FPGA layout. Boolean based routing [5] problem can 
be represented as a large atomic Boolean function, which is 
satisfiable if the layout is routable otherwise routing option is 
not considered i.e. any satisfying assignment to the variables of 
the routing Boolean function represents a legal routing solution 
[Nam, 99]. Recent advances in SAT solving algorithms (learning 
and non-chronological backtracking [Aloul, 01]) and efficient 
implementation techniques (e.g. fast implication engine) have 
dramatically improved the efficiency and capacity of solving 
the routing tasks in FPGA’s. But there is still need to improve 
it so that FPGA routing task can be optimized. In this paper, 
we adapt an ACO algorithm to field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs). The ant colony optimization meta-heuristic is adopted 
from the natural foraging behavior of real ants and has been 
used to find good solutions to a wide spectrum of combinatorial 
optimization problems. A new approach for FPGA routing, which 
is improvement over other SAT solvability algorithms for FPGA 
routing is illustrated in this paper.

II. FPGA Layout
The standard island style FPGA architecture Xilinx 4000 [XILINX, 
01] is used in this experiment. This architecture consists of 
two-dimensional array of configurable logic blocks CLBs, 
Connection blocks C blocks and switching blocks S blocks 
[Chan, 93]. Each CLB marked L contains the combinational 
and sequential logic that implements the functionality of a 
circuit. C and S blocks contain programmable switch form the 
routing resources. C blocks connect CLB pins to channels via 
programmable switches. S blocks are surrounded by C blocks 
and allow signals to either pass through [5].The routing capacity 
of a given FPGA architecture is expressed by three parameters 
W, Fc, Fs [Iwama, 02]. The channel width W is the number of 
tracks in a vertical or horizontal channel [34]. The C block 
flexibility Fc is defined to be the number of tracks that each 
logic pin can connect to. The S block flexibility Fs denotes the 
number of other tracks that each wire segment entering an S 
block. Each wire segment entering this S block can connect 
to one track on each of the other three sides, hence Fs=3. 
Each logic pin can be connected up to any two tracks in the C 
block, thus Fc=2.

Fig. 1: Island style FPGA model
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III. FPGA As Boolean Sat Problem
Boolean SAT-based routing [8, 9] is the approach in which the 
routing task is transformed into an atomic Boolean function 
which is satisfiable (has an assignment of input variables 
such that the generated function evaluates to constant “1”) if 
and only if the design is routable. Any satisfying assignment 
to the binary variables of the Boolean function gives a legal 
routing solution. In this method Boolean routability function R 
(X) [25], has been formulated where X is a suitable Boolean 
vector of binary variables that encode the track number for 
each two-pin connection, can be expressed as the conjunction

)()()( XEXLXR ∧= . Liveness constraint function L(X) 
guarantees that at least one global route alternative per two-pin 
connection should be chosen as a final legal routing solution. 
Exclusivity constraint function E(X) ensures that electrically 
distinct nets with overlapping vertical or horizontal spans in the 
same channel are always assigned to different track [5]. 
Boolean variables represent each routing alternatives of 
a netlist that represent all of the detailed routes [see Fig.3 
(b)]. In this problem for NET A, there are only three possible 
detailed routes indicated by the three Boolean variables AR0, 
AR1, AR2 [26]. NET B and C are designed with their routes and 
the corresponding variables. A particular route is validated as 
the routing solution if its corresponding Boolean variable is 
assigned the logic value 1[see Fig.3 (b)]. For a netlist with n 
two-pin connections, Liveness constraints yield a set of n CNF 
clauses, each containing Fc positive literals. A single Boolean 
function represents all Liveness and exclusivity constraints 
which gives the routability of a particular netlist.

Where X is a vector of Boolean variables that represent the 
possible detailed routes for each of the nets.
NET A route Boolean variable (AR0,AR1, AR2)
NET B route Boolean variable (BR0, BR1, BR2)
NET C route Boolean variable (CR0, CR1, CR2)

A.
Liveness (A) =

Liveness (B) =

Liveness (C) =                                                              

B. Liveness constraints
Exclusively (Resource (4, 1, 0)) =

Exclusively (Resource (4, 1, 1)) = 

Exclusively (Resource (4, 1, 2)) =  

Exclusively (Resource (2, 1, 0)) = 

Exclusively (Resource (2, 1, 1)) =

Exclusively (Resource (2, 1, 2)) = 

C. Exclusivity constraints
Fig. 2: Global routing configuration for NETS A, B and C and 
three possible detailed routes for NET A.

IV. ANT Colony Optimization Based Algorithm
In order to solve the FPGA routing problem using ANT colony 

optimization, the problem is represented as  a directed graph, 
G = (V,E), where every primary input in the circuit is represented 
using two vertices, i, j ε V , that correspond to the two input 
possibilities that the input may assume, 0 or 1[36]. The 
primary inputs of the circuits are next ordered, and vertices 
are connected to other vertices that represent adjacent pins. 
Each edge e ε E is assigned a weight which represents the 
amount of pheromone that an ant may deposit on the routing 
path with the initial weights assigned to 1.Ants traverses the 
graph based on a probabilistic approach where each calculated 
results in a candidate routing vector.

 
Fig. 2: Graph showing initial weights assigned to the routing 
paths
 
The steps that are used for our ACO framework are illustrated 
below [35].
1. Initialize the pheromone values and generate all the SAT 
problems and let iterCount=2M (where M is the number of nets 
in an FPGA circuit).The pheromone information is encoded in 
an MxM pheromone matrix. 
2. Do until iterCount is not zero.
3. Take a subset of the SAT problems and generate ants to 
represent each of the chosen SAT problems.
4. Simulate the ant movement and take a subset of ant and 
insert them into the queue [2].
insertASubsetOfAntsInQueue(&q, A);
while(!isEmptyQueue(q))
{
//obtain the next ant to simulate
ant = getNextAntF romQueue(q);
if(thisAntAchievedGoal(ant))
markT hisAntDead(ant);
else if(thisAntReachedInput(ant))
replaceBackAnt(ant);
else
simulateMovement(q, ant);
}
5. Generate routing pattern and perform logic simulation.
The routing pattern can be generated by generating the 
permutations based upon the number of nets. 
6. Update pheromone strengths.
The pheromone matrix is updated by multiplying the pheromone 
values with an evaporation factor ρ<1. 
7. If all the SAT problems are solved, then terminate. Otherwise, 
decrement iterCount and then go to step

V. Experimental Results
We have tested the effectiveness of ANT Colony algorithms for 
the circuits shown in Table 1. In our approach it is assumed 
that global routing and placement of circuits are given.  In our 
experiments we have varied the S block flexibility from 3 to 
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3*w and C block flexibility was set to Fc=W so that CLB pin 
can connect to any number of tracks. It shows ANT Colony 
routing results for reasonably large circuits reflecting practical 
FPGAs. The benchmarks are from [24].The experimental work 
was carried out by writing a program in C++ and running on 
SUN Ultra SPARC-III processor under Sun Blade workstation 
architecture. Xilinx 4000 series architecture model was 
employed for this work. The experiment result shows [see Fig. 
4] that our approach of solving the FPGA routing using ant 
colony optimization is improvement over other SAT based FPGA 
routing solvers. Experiments shows that ANT Colony algorithm is 
able to solve the FPGA routing problem with minimum CPU time 
and with minimum number of tracks per channel which is the 
improvement over the other satisfiability based detailed routers. 
Also routing conflicts among different routing solutions can be 
removed by representing routing solutions parallel using Ants 
parallelism techniques. For Alu2 Circuit, ACO has taken only 
12.6 sec to route as compared to Grasp and Zchaff which has 
taken 26.52 sec and 24.38 sec to route respectively. Different 
alternatives for particular solution are represented parallel to 
solve the conflicts among different solutions. The results are 
compared with different Boolean solvers such as GRASP [7], 
Zchaff [33].
  
Table 1: CPU time taken (in sec) by GRASP, Zchaff and ACO for 
different Circuits 
CIRCUITS GRASP(s) Zchaff(s) ACO(s)
asymmt 1.94 0.78 0.14
Alu2 26.52 24.38 12.6
apex7 0.89 0.44 0.13
C8880 5718 4000.75 1095
Example2 1.99 4.73 0.39
K2 130.04 110.25 26
Too_large 1001.6 750.25 135
Vda 98.14 100 45

Fig. 3:  Showing the comparison among ANT colony, GRASP, 
Zchaff for taking minimum CPU time to route a particular 
circuits.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper  ACO algorithm is implemented to improve the 
performance of the FPGA routing .Our results have shown that 
the  ACO algorithm by taking less CPU  time, which is an optimal 

solution and have taken minimum  CPU time (in sec)  to route 
FPGA chips.  Our algorithm works as a collection of agents 
work collaboratively to explore the different routes. A stochastic 
decision making strategy is proposed in order to combine global 
and local heuristics to effectively conduct this exploration. In 
all the circuits which are taken for our experiment ACO has 
routed the channel with minimum numbers of tracks. In all 
the circuits that have been considered in our study ACO has 
performed better and has routed the circuit with minimum 
channel width and minimum CPU time  as compared to other 
classical algorithms such as GRASP, Zchaff. Our algorithm 
is more effective in finding the near optimal solutions and 
scales well as the problem size grows. It is also shown that 
with substantial less execution time, the proposed method 
achieves better solutions than the popularly used zChaff and 
GRASP satisfiabilty solvers.
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